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This year has been a truly formative year for the Channel Leaders community. The
group has grown from around 60 in January to 241 in December! Thank you to all
of our members - those who have contributed and those who have watched from
a distance - we appreciate you all! 

I have really enjoyed connecting with others in the Channel industry - clients,
friends and other contacts, whom I would never have had the pleasure of
knowing had it not been for our community. Sharing expertise and experience
has always been at the heart of the Channel Leaders mission and I think we have
finally reached this milestone in our growth journey!

MESSAGE FROM
YOUR COMMUITY
MANAGER

Tom Perry
CEO & Founder
Sherpa



Partner assessment - why do it, how to do it, challenges and
benefits
Evaluating Partners - what are the key metrics
Services for ecosystems - what drives success, how do Vendors
and Partners differ
MDF - planning, budgeting and benchmarking
Channel events - feedback and insights from events like
ChannelCon, ImpartnerCon, CRN Women in Channel Awards, PLX
Summit, Catalyst Miami and Sherpa's own events like State of
Channel
ABM for Partners - how to do it successfully

"The Importance of
Community in Channel"

with panellists from
Impartner and Guild

Watch again

to keep expanding the knowledge base around
channel and ecosystems, whilst growing our

community; this year we have discussed...

OUR TOP EVENT

We have BIG ambitions...

https://www.thesherpagroup.com/en/community-in-channel-webinar
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WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE OUR MEMBERS...

CHANNEL LEADERS MEMBERSHIP



In 2022, we had 52 different
conversations and 1000+

messages were sent in Channel
Leaders



In 2023...

We know that supporting conversations with great content is important 
to you as members. Developing more in depth content, specifically
tailored to Channel Leaders is one thing we are keen to explore. These
might include member spotlights, short interviews and blog posts. 

01   —   More content + better
conversations

This might take the form of in-person events or online webinars in
our group via the video room functionality. We hosted our first
webinar in November, and we want to investigate having much
more regular events, hopefully monthly.

02   —  Host more live events

In order to acheive goals 1 and 2, it is vital for us to build a strong
relationship with our members, and understand exactly what you want
to gain from Channel Leaders. 

03  —  Get to know our members
better

We want to grow as a community and continue
to provide more value to our members with

three objectives for 2023...



Channel Leaders

Thank you to all our members
and we hope you have a great

2023.

Join Channel Leaders now

https://guild.co/groups/2787/channel-leaders?uid=46100093b9

